— Select Sources Consulted/Considered —


*With special thanks to Michelle Legro, Juliet Kleber. Katie Grimm, Max Liboiron and Greg Howard.

**Literary, film, music references to bags, polyethylene plastic:**


Here’s an earlier attempt of capturing the bag on film, Jem Cohen’s 1996 Lost Book
Found: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4721388/Do-you-recognise-this-scene.html


On the history of the plastic carrier/grocery bag, including on lobbying and trade association efforts:


*Especially helpful are Susan's footnotes re: early R&D work at Mobil Chemical based on an interview with a key figure overseeing the bag’s development in the 1970s.


**On the History of Disposability, Obsolescence, Single-Use Plastics:**


Max Liboiron. 2014. “Why Discard Studies?” Published on the blog, *Discard Studies: Social Studies of Waste, Pollution and Externalities*. Available at: https://discardstudies.com/2014/05/07/why-discard-studies/


**On recycling, wishcycling, and escape, and on the social construction of litter/litterbug**:


**On bags in trees, names and bag-snagging tools:**


https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2001/01/tilting-tree-bags/

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/05/02/saving-america-from-plastic-bags

https://rotarianmagazine-us.rotary.org/rotarian/april_2018/MobilePagedArticle.action?articleId=1367243#articleId1367243

https://www.nurdlehunt.org.uk/

**On plastics and harm, on plastics as pollutants:**


https://www.yesmagazine.org/peace-justice/the-economic-injustice-of-plastic

http://www.pnas.org/content/114/38/9994

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09213449


**On degradation of plastic, bags:**


**On bag bans, fees, and state preemption laws:**


On history of polyethylene chemistry, industrial chemistry:


Mehmet Demirors. 2011. The History of Polyethylene. 100+ Years of Plastics, Leo Baekeland and Beyond. (ACS Symposium Series.)


Alison J Clarke. 1999. *Tupperware: The Promise of Plastic in 1950s America*. (Smithsonian)

On history of high pressure chemistry:


On history of I.G. Farben, Auschwitz, The Third Reich, and interest in polyethylene and plastics at Farben plant where Levi labored:


And resources available through the Norbert Wollheim Memoirl:


Re: “What was I.G.Farben Meant to Produce?” [http://www.wollheim-memorial.de/en/was_sollte_fabrik_produzieren](http://www.wollheim-memorial.de/en/was_sollte_fabrik_produzieren)

On ethylene as a plant hormone, see:


On natural gas, fracking, ethane, cracking and ethylene markets, and resurgence in U.S. polyethylene production:


For general context on ethane/ethylene/polyethylene development in Pennsylvania, Marcellus Shale see:


More from Shell about “The Pennsylvania Chemicals Project” here: 
(Last accessed 30 July 2018).

On the PA family farm and Constitution Pipeline dispute:

